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Introduction
The STI Quality Reporting Registry (STI MIPSPRO) will allow MIPS Eligible Clinicians (ECs) to report their MIPS
quality measures with ease. ECs can track their progress throughout their MIPS performance period and make
any necessary corrections before submitting their data.
With the STI MIPSPRO you can select the various quality measures your office wants to report (at least 6, but
you can select as many as 50 measures). Then, as your data is transferred from Clinical to STI MIPSPRO, you
have access to CMS Performance and Quality Score reports that present an overview of your progress, and STI
MIPSPRO will also determine the best 6 measures to determine your MIPS Quality Score.
In addition to performance and quality reports you have access to detailed raw patient and visit data to view how
measures are determined at the visit level and how those measures are either met or not. Throughout the
reporting period you can make modifications to patient chart notes in the Clinical system when needed, and that
information gets updated within STI MIPSPRO daily, just as any new data gets updated daily.
And once your reporting period is over, STI MIPSPRO will provide data validation, then finalize your data for
review before submitting your quality measures to CMS.
The following sections will give you detailed information on how to access, view and use the various areas within
STI MIPSPRO.
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Create a New Account
Prior to logging into STI MIPSPRO each clinician will need to create an account. When creating an account, be
sure to use the name and email address that you provided to your MIPS Coach or STI Software Support. Use the
following steps to create an account.
1. Open your web browser and access: https://sti.mips.healthmonix.com.
2. At the login prompt click the Sign Up link below the Need to Create a New Account? heading.

3. Enter your Email Address, First Name, Last Name, and Password in the corresponding fields. Be
sure to use the email address, as well as first and last name you provided to your MIPS Coach or STI
Software Support for the STI Quality Reporting Registry.

4. When finished entering the applicable account information, click the Create Account button. You will
then be taken to MIPS Dashboard for your account.
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Log into STI MIPSPRO
After you have created an account, you will need to log into STI MIPSPRO each time you access the site. Use the
following steps to log in.
1. Open your web browser and access: https://sti.mips.healthmonix.com.
2. Enter your Email Address and Password in the corresponding fields, and then click the Log In button.
You will then be taken to MIPS Dashboard for your account.
***NOTE***
If you forgot your password, click the Forgot Password link to reset your password.
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MIPS Dashboard
Once you log into your STI MIPSPRO account, the MIPS Dashboard will appear. If you have not yet completed
the provider profile you will need to do so before you can access the individual MIPS areas.
After the provider profile has completed successfully, the MIPS Dashboard will allow access to the Quality
Checklist, the Revenue Impact Estimator, and the Patients area, as well as giving you an overview of your Total
MIPS Score, your MIPS Quality score, and the dollar value of the revenue impact. The MIPS Quality score reflects
the total (performance plus any bonus) points you have accrued to date out of the 60 total points available, giving
you an overview of your performance.
To access the Provider Profile area to review and configure provider profile information, click the Provider Profile
link.
To access the Patients screen to review patient information, click the Patients link.
To access the Quality Checklist area, click the Continue button, if you have already begun the measure selection
and import process; or click the Begin button, if you have not yet started the measure selection process.
To access the Revenue Impact Estimator area, click the View button, if you have already accessed and configured
estimation information; or click the Begin button, if you have not yet started the estimation process.

Do note, the Advancing Care Information and Improvement Activities sections will be grayed out and will not be
accessible. Only the Quality (which allows access to the Quality Checklist) and the Revenue Impact (which allows
access to the Revenue Impact Estimator) sections will be accessible.
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Complete the Provider Profile
Upon logging into your STI MIPSPRO account and accessing your MIPS Dashboard, if you have not completed
your provider profile, you will need to do so to access your Quality Checklist, as well as the other individual MIPS
areas. Use the following steps to configure and complete your provider profile.
1. In the MIPS Dashboard, click the Complete Profile button, or you can click the Provider Profile link
to the right.

2. In the MIPS Profile for… window, click the Provider Profile link.
***NOTE***
When completing your profile, you can access and complete the Provider Profile, ACI Exempt,
NPI, TIN, and BAA area in any order, as well as at any time, and then once those areas are
completed you can then complete the Waiver. However, for simplicity, these instructions will
follow the left to right order when completing the provider profile in a continuous process.
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3. The Provider Profile screen will then appear, allowing you to enter your Name, Address, Phone
Number, and Email Preference (1 – 11); and then questions about the provider’s use of billing/coding
services, EHR/EMR systems, profession, the community served, and whether you want to anonymously
share information (12-17). When finished entering and configuring this information, click the Save and
Continue button.
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4. The ACI Exemption page will then appear, allowing you to determine whether you are exempt from
reporting ACI. Most reporting providers are not exempt, and you can click the No, Continue Without
Survey button. If you select this option you can skip to step 7.
However, if you wish to take the survey to see if you are exempt, click the Yes, Take The Survey
button.

5. If you opted to take the survey, an ACI Exemption Survey section will appear with three Yes/No questions:
Is this provider a Hospital-based Eligible Clinician?, Is this provider a Non-Patient Facing Eligible
Clinicians?, and Is this provider a Nurse Practitioner, Physician Assistant, Clinical Nurse Specialist, or
Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists? Click the Yes or No radio button as applicable for each question,
and then click the Save button.

6. Based on your answers to the question, the system will calculate whether you are exempt. Click the
Continue button.
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7. The Reporting Components page will then appear, allowing you to configure whether you are reporting
any other MIPS components (Advancing Care Information and Improvement Activities) through another
method.
Check the only using MIPSPRO option, if you are not using another method to report Advancing Care
Information and Improvement Activities.
Check the using my EHR or other mechanism to report Advancing Care Information (ACI)
option, if you are using your EHR or another method to report ACI information. Then you can specify
the method and expected score in the corresponding fields below.
Likewise, check the using my EHR or other mechanism to report Improvement Activities (IA)
option, if you are using your EHR or another method to report ACI information. Then you can specify
the method and expected score in the corresponding fields below.
When finished configuring the Reporting Components, click the Continue button.

8. The NPI Entry page will then appear, allowing you to enter and submit your NPI, confirm the results, and
then continue. This is a three-part process. First, enter your NPI in the NPI Lookup section, and then
click the Submit button. Next, in the Review Results section your information will appear. Confirm that
this information is correct by clicking the Yes, That’s Correct button. And lastly, in the NPI Confirmed
section, click the Continue button.
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9. The TIN Entry page will then appear, allowing you to enter and submit your TIN/EIN, re-enter and submit
it, and then continue. This is a three-part process. First, enter your TIN/EIN in the TIN/EIN section, and
then click the Submit button. Next, in the Re-enter TIN/EIN section, enter your TIN/EIN, and then click
the Submit button. And lastly, in the TIN/EIN Confirmed section, click the Continue button.

10. The Business Associate Agreement page will then appear. Here you can enter your (provider) Name in
the corresponding field of the first sentence, and then read through the agreement. Click the View PDF
link to view the agreement in PDF format.
11. After viewing the agreement, in the Signature field, enter your (provider) Name, and then enter the
applicable Title in the corresponding field. You can then check the I attest that the name typed in
the above signature text box is to serve as my digital signature option, and then click the Save
and Continue button.
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12. The MIPS Waiver page will then appear. Here in the corresponding Initial Here field, enter your Initials
for each statement in the waiver, then at the bottom of the waiver, enter your First Name and Last Name,
check the I attest that the name typed in the above signature text box is to serve as my digital
signature option, and then click the Save and Continue button.
You will then return to the MIPS Dashboard and will be able to access your Quality Checklist. Click the
Begin button to start the measure selection process.
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Quality Checklist
The Quality Checklist offers access to My Measures where you can select and review the quality measures you
are going to report, as well as allowing access to the Quality Performance reports. The following sections will
walk you through accessing and using each of these areas.

MY MEASURES
The My Measures section allows you to select and review the quality measures that you are going to report. A
status indicator will appear next to the My Measures link to show whether this area needs attention. Use the
following steps to select and/or review the quality measures you want to report.
***NOTE***
The My Measures section must be completed before data can be imported from the Clinical system.
1. In the Quality Checklist, click the My Measures link, or the My Measures button.
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2. The My Measures page will be displayed, allowing you to select, review, and change the measures you
will be reporting.
If you have not selected any measures a message will appear stating you need to select measures before
you can enter patient data, along with a Select Measures button.
If you have selected measures, the My Measures page will have a Notifications section that will display
any pertinent information regarding the selected measures, a Selection Requirements section that will
display the percentage at which the selection requirements have been met, and a Selected Measures
section that displays any measures you have already selected.
For any of the selected measures, you can click the View Details link, and a pop-up window will appear
outlining the measure including instructions for the measure, a description of the measure, any
benchmarks for the measure, as well as the denominator and nominator information.
To select (or remove) measures, click the Select Measures button.
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3. The Measures section of Measure Selection page will display all the measures you can select for reporting.
The Filters section allows you options to locate and narrow the measures. To use the filter options, click
the + button next to the applicable filter items, enter or select the appropriate filter information, and then
when the filter options have been configured as desired, click the Filter button.
You can click the View Details link to the right of each measure, and a pop-up window will appear
outlining the measure including instructions for the measure, a description of the measure, any
benchmarks for the measure, as well as the denominator and nominator information.
Likewise, you can click the Measure Benchmarks link to go to the Measure Selection – Benchmarks
page that provides information about what Quality Measure Benchmarks are, how they are displayed,
and the various benchmarks for the measures.
To select a measure, click the Select button to the right of the applicable quality measure.
***NOTE***
You need to select at least six (6) quality measures, and at least one (1) must be an outcome
measure. If an outcome measure is not available, a high-priority measure can be substituted.
You can select up to fifty (50) measures. We recommend selecting more than 6 measures, as
STI MIPS PRO will then select your best 6 out of the total number selected.
A Remove button will appear to the right of any selected measures. Click the Remove button to deselect
a selected measure, if needed.

When selecting measures, you can click the View Selected Measures link, and a pop-up window will
display all the quality measures you have selected.
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Likewise, the Selection Requirements section, located on the left, below Filters section, will display
the percentage complete for the selection process, as well as the number of measures selected.
If you are not able to select an outcome measure and need to substitute a high-priority measure, click
the Exempt Outcome Measure option in the Selection Options section.

4. When finished selecting measures, to return to the My Measures page, click the Back to My Measures
button.
5. In the My Measures page, you can review the selected measures. To return to the Quality Checklist page,
click the Checklist button, or click the Quality Checklist link at the top of the page.
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QUALITY REPORTS
The Quality Performance link, in the Quality Checklist, allows you access to the Quality Reports page to view the
CMS Performance report and the Quality Points report. The following section will walk you through accessing
these reports and viewing the information for each report.

VIEW THE CMS PERFORMANCE REPORT
Use the following steps to view your CMS Performance report.
1. In the Quality Checklist, click the Quality Performance link.

2. The Quality Reports page will appear and will default to the CMS Performance tab and display the
Measure, Total Instances, Complete Instances, Met, Exclusions, Not Met, and Performance Rate for each
of your selected quality measures for the selected CMS Performance range. You can modify the
performance range for the entire year, or for an individual quarter (Q1, Q2, Q3, or Q4) of the
performance year, by clicking the CMS Performance drop-down, and selecting the range you want to
view the report for.
***NOTE***
When viewing the CMS Performance report, you can click an individual measure to view the
specific details of that measure, including any instructions, benchmarks, as well as denominator
and numerator information. Likewise, you can click on any of the numerals for Total Instances,
Complete Instances, Met, Exclusions, and Not Met to view the specific visit information used when
calculating the performance rate or decile score.
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3. Click the Decile button on the right side of the screen to display the Benchmark from CMS that allows
you to visually compare how your performance stands against the benchmark data, as well as your Decile
Score.

4. When finished viewing the CMS Performance report, you can click the Quality Points tab to view your
Quality Points report; click the Quality Checklist link at the top of the page, or the Checklist button at
the bottom of the page, to go back to the Quality Checklist; or click the Visits button at the bottom of
the page to view your visit data.
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VIEW THE QUALITY POINTS REPORT
Use the following steps to view your Quality Points report.
1. In the Quality Reports page, click the Quality Point tab.
2. In the Quality Points tab your MIPS Quality Points will be displayed for the Selected Reporting Range,
along with your six best measures in the Your Best Measures section for the selected performance range.
Each item in the Your Best Measures section will detail the measure itself, as well as a breakdown of the
Quality Points in determining the Measure Total.
To change your reporting date, click the change reporting date range link to access the MIPS Quality
Reporting Date Range that allows you to pick a quarter of the performance year (Q1, Q2, Q3, or Q4) to
report, as well as creating custom date ranges that you can then select to report for the performance
year.
Likewise, you can modify the date range for the Your Best Measure section, to view your best measures
for an individual quarter (Q1, Q2, Q3, or Q4) of the performance year, by clicking the Your Best
Measures drop-down, and selecting the range you want to view the best measures for.
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If you scroll down, the All Selected Measures section will display all your selected quality measures
and show the Eligible Instances, Performance, Points Based on Performance, Total Possible Points, High
Priority/Outcome Bonus, CEHRT Bonus, and Total score for each measure.

3. When finished viewing the Quality Points report, you can click the CMS Performance tab to view your
CMS Performance report; click the Quality Checklist link at the top of the page, or the Checklist button
at the bottom of the page, to go back to the Quality Checklist; or click the Visits button at the bottom of
the page to view your visit data.
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View Patient Information
The Patients page allows you to add, edit, and view patient information and how that information is reflected via
individual visits and against your selected quality measures.
***NOTE***
Although you can add and edit patient information in STI MIPSPRO, we highly recommend that you DO
NOT add or edit information in STI MIPSPRO. The pertinent patient information used to satisfy measure
requirements should already be contained within the patient’s chart in your Clinical system and that
information will be imported into STI MIPSPO. Additionally, patient data is continually being imported
from your Clinical system and updated in STI MIPSPRO during the reporting period, and that imported
data could possibly overwrite any manually entered information. Likewise, it is important that the data in
your Clinical chart notes reflect the information that is submitted via STI MIPSPRO in case of an audit, as
any manually information is not transferred to your Clinical system. Therefore, we recommend that any
changes that are needed for a patient’s information is done in your Clinical system. That updated
information will then be imported into STI MIPSPRO and replace the old information in the registry.
Use the following steps to view visit data.
1. In the MIPS Dashboard, click the Patients link.

2. The Patients page will display the Patient Identifier (Account #), First Name, Last Name, Last Updated
Date, and Quality Visits. In the Patient Records Per Page field, select number of patients you want to view
per page (25, 50, 100, or All). The Filters section allows you options to locate and narrow the patient
displayed. To use the filter options, click the + button next to the applicable filter items, enter or select
the appropriate filter information, and then when the filter options have been configured as desired, click
the Filter button. You can click the Reset link to remove any configured filter items. At the bottom of
the page you can go to additional pages of visits, as needed.
To view the visit details for a patient for a date of service, click the corresponding Patient Identifier
link.
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3. A new window will appear allowing you to view and modify patient information, as well as view Visit
Summary and Measure Summary information for the patient. As outlined before, we highly recommend
that you DO NOT add or edit information in STI MIPSPRO, but instead add and edit all pertinent
information in ChartMaker® Clinical.
The Patient Record section displays the basic patient demographic information for the selected patient.

The Visit Summary section displays the number of visits for the year, the number of Medicare visits,
the number of Primary NPI visits, the date of the Most Recent Visit, as well as any associated codes for
the corresponding visit date.
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The Measure Summary section displays the Status, Measure, Included Instances, and Performance
information for each of your selected measures, and allows you to see what aspects of the measure the
patient’s visit met or did not meet.

4. When you are finished viewing the detailed patient information, click the Cancel link to return to the
Patients page.
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 to view detailed patient data for another patient, as needed.
6. If you want to export the patient data to an excel file, click the Export to Excel link. An Opening Patients
dialog will appear allowing you to open or save the exported patient data.
7. When finished viewing patient data, click the Visits link to view visit information, or click the Checklist
link to view the Quality Checklist for the provider, or click the Providers Name link to return to the MIPS
Dashboard.
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View Visit Information
The Visits page allows you to add edit, and view visit information and how that information is reflected against
your selected quality measures.
***NOTE***
Although you can add and edit visit information in STI MIPSPRO, we highly recommend that you DO NOT
add or edit information in STI MIPSPRO. The pertinent visit information used to satisfy measure
requirements should already be contained within the chart notes in your Clinical system and that
information will be imported into STI MIPSPO. Additionally, visit data is continually being imported from
your Clinical system and updated in STI MIPSPRO during the reporting period, and that imported data
could possibly overwrite any manually entered information. Likewise, it is important that the data in your
Clinical chart notes reflect the information that is submitted via STI MIPSPRO in case of an audit, as any
manually information is not transferred to your Clinical system. Therefore, we recommend that any
changes that are needed for a patient’s visit is done in your Clinical system (i.e., unsign a note, make the
applicable changes, save, and then sign the note). That updated information will then be imported into
STI MIPSPRO and replace the old information in the registry.
Use the following steps to view visit data.
1. The Visits page can be accessed through the Patients page by clicking the Visits link at the top-right of
that page, or through the Quality Reports page by clicking the Visits button at the bottom of that page.
2. The Visits page will display the Patient ID (Account #), Date of Service, Last Updated date, and the
selected quality measure Numbers. In the measure Number columns, an icon will indicate the visit’s
measure. A Measure Status Legend is available on the left side of the screen under the Filter section. In
the Visits Per Page field, select number of patients you want to view per page (25, 50, 100, or 500).
3. The Filters section allows you options to locate and narrow the visits displayed. To use the filter options,
click the + button next to the applicable filter items, enter or select the appropriate filter information, and
then when the filter options have been configured as desired, click the Filter button. You can click the
Reset link to remove any configured filter items.
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4. At the bottom of the page you can go to additional pages of visits, as needed. To view the visit details
for a patient for a date of service, click the corresponding Patient ID link.

5. In the Edit Visit page, you can view and edit visit data for the patient’s visit. As outlined before, we highly
recommend that you DO NOT add or edit information in STI MIPSPRO, but instead add and edit all
pertinent information in the patient’s chart note in ChartMaker ® Clinical.
The Patient Information section displays the Patient Date of Birth, and Gender. The Chart Options
section allows you to print the chart, print a blank chart, view all hints, and delete a visit.

The Visit Information section displays the Date of Service, Time of Service, Visit Date Modifier, Primary
Visit Insurance, Secondary Visit Insurance, and the Codes For Visit. In the Simple and Advanced sections,
you can click the code options to choose whether to display that information, as needed.
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The Measure Data Entry section displays quality measure information pertaining to each of your
selected measures, and allows you to see how what aspects of the measure the visit met or did not meet.

6. When you are finished viewing the detailed visit information for the patient, click the Cancel link at the
top of the page to return to the Visits page.
7. Repeat steps 4 through 6 to view detailed visit data for another date of service and patient, as needed.
8. If you want to export the visit date to an excel file, click the Export to Excel link at the bottom of the
page. An Opening Quality dialog will appear allowing you to open or save the exported visit data.
9. When finished viewing visit data, click the View Patients button to view the Patients page, click the
Performance button to view the Quality Reports page, or click the Checklist button to return to the
Quality Checklist page.
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Revenue Impact Estimator
The Revenue Impact Estimator is a tool that assists you in understanding the MIPS Score on the 2019 revenue
adjustments. You can view the estimated impact of revenue for your account based on your MIPS Score, and
adjust the scaling factors for the assumed overall scoring, as well as additional scoring based on the estimated
Part B revenue.
Use the following steps to access and configure the Revenue Impact Estimator.
1. In the MIPS Dashboard, click the View button, if you have already accessed and configured revenue
estimation information; or click the Begin button, if you have not yet started the estimation process.
2. In the Revenue Impact Estimator page, click into the Assumed CMS Overall Scoring Scale Factor
field and modify the value, as applicable. You can click the corresponding more info link to view further
information about this scaling factor.
3. In the Assumed CMS Additional Scoring Scale Factor field, modify the value, as applicable. You can
click the corresponding more info link to view further information about this scaling factor.
4. In the bottom of the screen your MIPS scores for the current year will be displayed, click into the 2019
Estimated Part B Revenue field, and enter the estimated revenue amount for your practice, and then
click the Update button.
5. The system will then calculate the estimated Revenue Impact. Click the Advanced View link to see
further details on the adjustment scales and percentages in the calculation.
6. You can modify the fields outlined in steps 2 – 4 above, as applicable, and then click the Update button.
7. When finished, click the Provider Name link at the top of the page to return to the MIPS Dashboard.
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